Many churches are finding the need to change the way they worship – whether it is because of declining attendance, changing demographics, or the desire to be more innovative.

This workshop will help you:

- Evaluate your current form of worship as well as continue assessment of changes to worship.
- Explore what it means to worship intergenerationally and how it benefits the church.
- Experience elements of intergenerational worship.
- Share resources and ideas for practical and innovative changes any church can implement.

**Oct. 21-23, 2013**

$75 for APCE Members & UMC Commissioned Parish Christian Educators

$125 Non-member Registration

Register at [AustinSeminary.edu/OneService](http://AustinSeminary.edu/OneService)

**Location:**

Austin Seminary-McCord Community Center  
100 E. 27th Street  
Austin 78705